
All Scripture is inspired by God and is useful to teach us what is true and to 
make us realize what is wrong in our lives. It corrects us when we are wrong 

and teaches us to do what is right. 2 Timothy 3:16

1. Sometimes people approach the Bible like a rule book, boiling the 
spiritual journey down to a list of do’s and don'ts. Is this a good way to 
approach it? Why or why not? What are some of the drawbacks or 
dangers of approaching scripture this way?  

2. Read Hebrews 11:1-6 & Colossians 1:15-16. Often we think that the 
creation account is only in Genesis, but these verses written by two
New Testament writers give evidence of this accepted belief in their 
time.  How do these verses teach us about creation? How does it relate 
to pleasing God? How do we reconcile discrepancy between science 
and what God’s Word teaches?  Is it important to be able to trust God 
when what the Bible stays differs from our modern societal views?

Get Real!  How often do you read the Bible in a 
devotional way?  What have you found works best 
for you in establishing & maintaining this habit?



3. Read Jeremiah 29:11. Now read this verse in its context Jeremiah 
29:1-23.  Does this cause you to view this verse differently than you 
may have previously?  Understanding that all Scripture is profitable for 
you and I today, but this was written to Israel specifically concerning 
the Babylonian exile, what are some principle truths that can be drawn 
from this passage that would be true throughout the ages?  What is 
the danger of pulling a verse out of its original context?  Why do you 
suppose people do this?

4. Read Ephesians 6:10-17. This passage speaks to the realities of 
spiritual warfare. What are the different elements of our spiritual 
armour in verses 13-17?  What purpose does “the word of God” serve
in fighting spiritual battles and how does it differ from the other 
elements?  (think offensive vs. defensive weaponry)  Have a look at this 
in action by reading Matthew 3:4-11.

5. Read James 1:22-25. This passage tells us that it is not enough just to 
know the Word of God. Consider how Satan used partial scripture 
when he tried to tempt Jesus in the wilderness (See above).  What do 
these verses in James teach us about applying God’s truth to our lives? 
Reflect on these verses again and make a personal application.

6. Part of establishing new habits is having accountability and support.  As 
we are committed to “Seeking Jesus Together” as a church, imagine if
our whole church was utilising the Quiet time tool.  What could be 
some of the positive outcomes of this?  Try to commit as a group to 
using the Quiet Time Tool during this series and share with each other 
what God is teaching you.  (Then share with us—we’d love to hear your 
stories!)
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